PROPOSAL FOR A DRAFT CORRIGENDUM TO REGULATION No. 37  
(Filament lamps)  

Transmitted by the Expert from the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)  

Note: The text reproduced below was prepared by the expert from IEC in order to introduce a number of editorial corrections to the current text (up to Supplement 26 and draft Supplement 27 to the 03 series of amendments).
A. PROPOSAL

Annex 1,

Sheet H13/1, text in captions, correct the word "Passin" to read "Passing" (twice) (English only).

Sheet H14/3, the table, the references to footnote 12/ and footnote 12/, renumber as references to footnote 10/ and footnote 10/.

Sheet H14/3, the IEC cap designation, correct "Cap P38t-33" to read "Cap P38t".

Sheet H14/3, footnotes 10/ and 11/(former), should be deleted.

Sheet H14/4, the text below the table, amend to read:

"…. the driving beam filament.

Notes concerning the filaments diameter:
- No actual diameter restrictions apply but the objective for future developments is to have d1 max. = 1.6 mm and d2 max. = 1.6 mm.
- For the same manufacture, the design diameter of standard filament lamps and filament lamps of normal production shall be the same.

The positions of the….."

Sheet P13W/2, the table, correct IEC sheet number, to read: "sheet 7004-147-1".

Sheet PR21/4W/1, the figure to the left, insert the reference to the footnote "5/" (English, French, Russian) and correct the reference to footnote "3/" to the reference to footnote "4/" (French only).

Sheet PR21/5W/1, the figure to the left, insert the reference to the footnote "4/" (French only).

Sheet PR27/7W/1, the figure to the left, insert the reference to letter "a" (Russian only) and the reference to footnote "5/" (French only).

Sheet PY27/7W/1, the figure to the left, insert the reference to the footnote "5/" (French only).

Sheet W15/5W/1, the table, correct the IEC sheet number, to read "sheet 7004-151-1".